
Question 1:Do you agree that Ofcom should grant approval to Royal Mail for 
the Delivery to Neighbour service? If not please explain your answer. : 

No. This scheme is bonkers and should be an OPT-IN scheme. My civil liberties are being 
infringed. Why should I have to display a sticker for the rest of my life to stop my neighbours 
deliveries (they might be running a business from home) turning up on my doorstep every 
day as a result of a service that THEY purchased from Royal Mail and not I. If other carriers 
decide to operate a similar scheme will be have letterboxes surrounded by stickers for DHL, 
ParcelForce, DPD, etc? Where is the benefit for me? Where is the benefit for Royal Mail? 
Are they going to go door to door to door until they find someone at home or just an 
immediate neighbour? It could extend the postmans rounds rather than shortening it. Most 
people get something in the mail every day so a return trip the next day or the customer 
collecting after X attempts like now will not cost Royal Mail anything. 

Question 2:Are there other consequences following the roll out of the service 
across the UK that we have not included in our assessment? If so, please 
explain.: 

Question 3:Do you have any comments on the scope and wording of the 
proposed Notification and approval: 

Haven't read it as I do not think there should be any wording on any approval. This service, if 
it is approved, should be OPT-IN only and not opt out as is being proposed. 
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